A rarefied polyatomic gas between infinite parallel plates which is subject to a pressure gradient and to a magnetic field is considered. The tensor polarization and the Kagan polarization account for the influence of the field on the gas flow. In the slip flow regime differential equations and boundary conditions for the velocity and the tensor polarization are solved. The dependence of the solution on the mean pressure and on the magnetic field is discussed. Knudsen corrections for the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of viscosity are derived. By comparison with experimental data of Hulsman et al. a set of surface parameters is obtained. They characterize mechanical slip, thermomagnetic slip, and the influence of gas-wall collisions on the tensor polarization.
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The influence of a magnetic field on transport phenomena in polyatomic gases, often referred to as Senftleben-Beenakker effect (SBE), has been studied intensively in the last decade, both experimentally and theoretically 1. A magnetic field can act on flow and heat conduction via polarizations set up by col lisions in a nonequilibrium situation. The analysis of experimental data reveals that the most important types of alignments in a streaming or a heat con ducting nonpolar gas are the tensor polarization 2-4 and the tensor polarization flux (often called Kagan polarization)5, respectively. These polarizations are nonequilibrium averages of second and third rank tensors built up from the rotational angular momen tum and the velocity of a molecule.
In the hydrodynamic regime the SBE depends on the field strength H and on the mean pressure p0 only in the combination H/p0 which is essentially the ratio of the precession frequency and a collision frequency1. But at lower pressures, i. e. when the mean free path of a molecule becomes comparable with the dimensions of a macroscopic container, deviations from this simple H/p0 dependence have been observed2-5. Then an additional pressure de pendence occurs which is due to slip effects for the velocity and to the influence of gas-wall collisions on the tensor polarization. For example, the maxi mum value of the transverse effects (i. e. 1] A, , ^•transr) decreases with decreasing pressure and the position of this reduced maximum is shifted to higher H/p0 values3. The method for a calculation Reprint requests to Dr. H. Vestner, Institut für Theore tische Physik der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, D-8520 Erlangen, Glückstraße 6 . of these Knudsen corrections 6 is worked out in de tail in the present paper for the SBE of viscosity. A short summary of the results has already been presented in Reference 7.
The theoretical basis for a treatment of alignment phenomena in polyatomic gases is the quantum mechanical kinetic equation due to Waldmann and Snider8 . By the application of a Chapman-Enskog approach 9 or of the moment method 10 differential equations and constitutive laws for macroscopic variables have been derived from the WaldmannSnider equation. Relevant for the SBE of viscosity is the coupling of the tensor polarization with the friction pressure tensor. In the hydrodynamic re gime the tensor polarization is proportional to the velocity gradient, thus expressions for the five vis cosity coefficients are obtained 9' n . But in the slip flow regime the tensor polarization flux cannot be neglected for the treatment of a streaming gas 6 > 7. Then the moment method supplies us with a differ ential equation for the tensor polarization6' 7' 12 which has to be solved besides the Navier-Stokes equation. By the way, the differential equation for the velocity is modified6' 7' 12 due to the existence of the polarizations. Consequently, also boundary conditions for the velocity and the tensor polariza tion have to be used now. Phenomenological bound ary conditions for macroscopic variables have been derived by Waldmann's thermodynamic method13 from the entropy production at the interface be tween the gas and a solid body 6' 7' 12.
In this paper a rarefied polyatomic gas between infinite parallel plates is considered. This serves as a simple theoretical model for the flat rectangular capillary used by Hulsman et al. 3i 4 for a measure ment of the viscosity coefficients. The gas is subject to a pressure gradient. Furthermore, the whole system is placed in a magnetic field and is part of a gas-flow Wheatstone bridge.
In Section 1 differential equations and boundary conditions for the tensor polarization and the veloc ity are solved by a perturbation method. The same set of equations has recently been used for a cal culation of Knudsen corrections for flow bire fringence in gases 14. In both cases the value of the tensor polarization at the wall is determined by gaswall collisions, whereas its value far away from the walls is established by gas-gas collisions. The tran sition between these two values occurs in a small boundary layer where both types of collisions are important.
The dependence of the flow velocity and the pressure gradients on the mean pressure and on the magnetic field is discussed in detail in Section 2. Here only terms up to first order in the mean free path are taken into account. In the bulk of the gas (i.e. far away from the plates) the velocity profile is nearly parabolic. But in the boundary layer near the walls oscillations occur due to the exponential terms which trace back to the spatial dependence of the tensor polarization.
Finally, in Section 3, the Knudsen corrections for the pressure gradients are compared with experi mental data obtained by Hulsman et al. 3' 4 for the SBE of viscosity. Numerical values for the relevant surface parameters are derived.
I. Solution of Differential Equations and Boundary Conditions
For a measurement of all five viscosity coeffi cients a flat rectangular capillary of length Dz, width Dx and thickness Dt/ was used3i 4. Since the in equality DZ> D X> Dy applies the flow of a polyatomic gas between infinite parallel plates of distance Dn = 2 d is treated here instead of that in the real set up. The unit vector in ^/-direction, perpendicular to the plates, is denoted by U; the plates are placed at y = i d .
In the absence of a magnetic field a constant pressure gradient V p (0) = e(dp/d*0 (1.1) shall be applied, (? is a unit vector in 2-direction parallel to the plates. If a magnetic field H = H h (h h = 1) is present additional pressure gradients
The major aim is the determination of the z-and 2-components of V p n -For this purpose the flow pattern has to be calculated. The influence of a magnetic field on the flow of a polyatomic gas is due to the mutual coupling be tween the friction pressure tensor and alignments set up by collisions. The most important type is the (second rank) tensor polarisation a 2-4. Further more, in a rarefied gas, the (third rank) tensor polarization flux (Kagan polarization) b 5 cannot be neglected 7. Experimental results for the SBE show 1 that the field induced change of viscosity is for all diamagnetic gases less than one percent. Thus the following perturbation method can be used.
The flow velocity
is split up into two parts. does not vanish, it reduces to V°(y). Hence, Vn (y) is the field dependent part of the total velocity, with Vn {y) =0 for H = 0. This perturbation method is applied here to con stitutive laws, differential equations and boundary conditions derived in Refs. 6' 12 from moments equa tions of the Waldmann-Snider equation 8.
(a) Isotropic Flow Velocity
In isotropic approximation temperatures T and T' (the difference between translational and rota tional temperature 6' 12) are constant r iso = constant = T0 , 7'i ,so = 0.
(1.5)
Consequently the heat fluxes are determined by the constant pressure gradient only, e. g. the trans- Then we have for the friction pressure tensor
The isotropic flow velocity is calculated from the differential equations
and from the normal and tangential boundary con ditions 6t 7' 12 Z
Here, fl denotes the outer unit normal of the gas, i.e. n = i U for y = + d. If V -lS0 has only a 2-com ponent and depends on y then V ' ^iso = 0 and V \ so-Tl = 0 are fulfilled identically. With fefs a 0 n = (Piso'W)tan and (qtrans) iso from Eq. (1.6) the wellknown parabolic velocity profile for the plane Poiseuille flow is obtained:
(1. 7) For nonzero Knudsen number l/d the mean velocity
is enlarged by mechanical ( cx I Cm) and by thermal slip ( oc ln Z t) . The lengths Z, Z", Z t occurring in Eqs.
(1 .7 ), (1.8) are mean free paths defined by
where c0= )/3 h T jM , A/ is the mass of a molecule and k is Boltzmann's constant. The relaxation con stants cov and cot are related to the isotropic viscosity tj;so = Po/oiy and to the heat conductivity coefficient
The coupling between the translational and the rota tional heat fluxes is characterized by 12 The dimensionless coefficients Ca and Cam diaracterize the destruction and production of tensor polari zation by gas-wall collisions ". The positive surface parameter Ca is some sort of accommodation coeffi cient for the tensor polarization15, hence it is expected to be of order 1. In contradistinction, the non diagonal coefficient Cam (which can have both signs) is expected to be small compared to 1 (e. g. of order oj,;t/o>t) since it describes a production mechanism for tensor polarization by gas-wall collisions. Recently, Halbritter 15 has related Cam to the "noncentral" part of the interaction potential between the gas mole cule and the wall.
The Kagan polarization is calculated from 12
h. = ypw,,-
nfl' u iso with Here, the abbreviations
have been used. The field strength H is contained in the precession angles c p T = oj///o>r , gr> 6 = co///oj& .
Since wH = yH (7 is the rotational gyromagnetic ratio) and o>x, o)b cxp0 apply we have (pr, 9?b H/po • The field direction h enters via the fourth rank projection tensors V'"'^ introduced by .
The ansatz
yields then the solution The second contribution to ^4W(?/) describes the influence of gas-wall collisions on the tensor polari zation. For L j d ^ 1 it is only important near the boundary (at y = ± (/) within a small layer of thick ness of a few mean free paths L0 . Within the gas (i. e. outside this boundary layer) the tensor polari zation assumes a value Am (y)
which is determined by gas-gas collisions only. The transition from the boundary value
to ATn (y) occurs within this boundary layer. For infinite pressure p0( i. e. L jd = 0) there is a sudden jump from the boundary value
For H = 0 this boundary value
is greater than A0°° (y-> + d) = 1, if -Cam> l applies. Then there is a net production of tensor polarization by gas-wall collisions, and this produc tion increases with increasing Ca> 0 . For -Cam< l the inequality
is valid, and the difference between both values de creases with increasing Ca . In Fig. 1 , for H = 0, the spatial dependence of the tensor polarization in HD is shown for different values of L jd . For the calculation of A0(y) from Eq. (1.11) the parameters from Table 2 and Table 3 are used.
If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the plates, h = If, the tensor polarization has only two nonzero components (see Appendix A) :
(1.14)
h=U,SL
The functions A± and A " are the real and imagi nary parts of A1 . Their spatial dependence is shown 
« T -( -)
Cam li e Po \ dz Jo 1 + Ca for H -> ■ O O and h = 1 1 .
(1. 15) Notice that the coefficient Cam characterizes a pro duction mechanism for the tensor polarization at the wall.
fc) Anisotropic Flow Velocity and Field Dependent Pressure Gradient
The 
The quantity of interest is the constant tangentialpressure gradient P. Then, in general, also V1 has to be calculated, but a knowledge of + 1 ( 2 M ' P (ra): e u ) t:in d2 ( dp
A,/TV ( y ,H ) , P dp
Then the mean velocity is given by
The quantity = w 2Tjaina>Y gives9,11 the order of magnitude of the SBE of viscosity1. Furthermore, it is the relative difference between the isotropic (^;so = Po/o)t}) and the field free value r\ = rj1S0(l + ^t ) of shear viscosity.
The constant tangential vectors G and W are yet unknown, thus four conditions are needed. Two of them are given by the boundary condition for the tangential velocity 12:
ue to the antisymmetry relation Crna = -Cam the coefficient of thermomagnetic slip Cma is related to Cam which describes a production mechanism for the tensor polarization. The tangential force per unit area fc1tan= (pj-fl)1 " 1 can most simply be calculated by integration of the tangential component of According to Eq. (1.24) the pressure gradient G, depends on the value of d. But the quantity mea sured in a gas-flow Wheatstone bridge is proportional to (1+<5)G2, hence it is independent of d (see Appendix B ).
II. Discussion of Pressure Gradient and Flow Velocity
In this section the pressure gradient P and the flow velocity Vx are evaluated up to terms linear in the mean free path. Then Eqs. (1.24), (1.25) reduce to
and in Fm', Fm" all terms which are of higher than first order in l/d, L jd are neglected. In this approxi mation the angular dependence of the pressure gradient G, as described by Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), is indepen dent of the mean free path. This is not the case for higher approximations of Eqs. (1.24), (1.25). Then terms proportional to (ajt L0/d)2 occur, which have an angular dependence different from that in Eqs. (2.1), (2.2). But for the experimental conditions3,4 (see Section III) these are minor corrections and shall not be discussed here.
If one is interested in the pressure gradient G only, the heat fluxes may be neglected throughout since they contribute higher order terms like l, l{/d2 and a j^(L jd )2. In contradistinction, the heat fluxes give (via the vector a rt) contributions of the order L jd to the tensor polarization a and to the anisotropic velocity . In general, the total velocity V is proportional to the total pressure gradient in z-direction e -V p = e -V p f0)( l+^T G 2), i-e.
v (y ,H ) = -ir~-(1 ~ ( 4 ) % -V p e . (2.7)
Here, the effective field dependent viscosity coeffi cient >)«i( = ^( 1 +^t G , (0) 3 V iso dp dz
We are interested here mainly in the field dependent velocity:
For (5^=0 those terms in D," , Dm" which are proportional to the mean free path give only small correc tions of the high pressure values in Eq. (2.6). But for < 5 = 0 the velocity V" (y) vanishes in the high pres sure limit since it is of order l/d. From now on, the discussion of VH (y) is restricted to the case < 5 = 0. The functions Dm' and Dm" are then the real and imaginary parts of
The value of VH (y) at the walls (y = i d ) is given by mechanical ( tx Cm), by thermomagnetic (cx Cma), and by thermal (^ ait) slip. The spatial dependence of V1 1 (y) is determined by two essentially different terms, viz. one term which is proportional to 3 -(yjd) 2 and a second term which contains the hyperbolic functions cosh {y/L0) /cosh {d/L0) and cosh {y/Lm) /cosh (d/Lm) . Near the walls both terms are of same importance, within the gas (e.g. at y = 0) only h -(y/d)2 survives, the hyperbolic terms are negligibly small. These exponentially decaying contributions are due to the peculiar behaviour of the tensor polari zation in a small boundary layer near the walls (see Figure 2 ). For h = U we have according to Eq. (2.12)
These functions are calculated for HD from Eq. (2.13) with the parameters taken from Table 2 and  Table 3 , with L jd = 0.1 and for three values of (f>t (i.e. of H/p0). The result is plotted in Figure 3 . Halfway between the plates (and for cpj = 0.3, 2.0) the velocity components are positive, i.e. Vxf,(0) >0, Vz1 1 W > 0. Then Vn (0) has components parallel to V (0, 0) and h x V (0, 0).
2) P r e s s u r e Gradient
Those terms in Fm , Eq. (2.9), which are proportional to the mean free path give rise to Knudsen cor rections for the pressure gradient P.
In Table 2, Table 3 . Similarly, the height and position of the maximum of -Fm" are shifted from the hydrodynamic values Notice, that the shifting parameters /ig and tim do not depend on Cm, they are determined by Ca and Cam = -Cna only which characterize the behaviour of the tensor polarization near the wall. In general, the shape of the curves Fm' {(pr), Frn" (q>r) will be slightly different from that of the hydro- Table 2 and Table 3 . In Table 1 the five parameters na, ft/r, n>,tr, riß]ons, nrlon® which characterize the observed Knud sen corrections3, 4 are given for the gases HD, CH4 , CO and N2 . The increase of the field free gas flow due to slip effects is described by the factor 1 -fnal/Dy , i.e. n.a should be proportional to the mechanical slip coefficient Cm [neglecting the term in Eq. The coefficient of mechanical slip Cm is related to the accommodation of tangential momentum at the wall. Its value is very close to 1, in accordance with na = 6. Similarly, the parameter Ca describes the accommodation of tensor polarization at the wall. It is found to be of order 1, and this is confirmed by Halbritter's theoretical results 15. The coefficient Cam characterizes the production of tensor polariza tion by gas-wall collisions as well as thermomagnetic slip (Cma = -Cam) . It is at least one order of mag nitude smaller than Ca . For the gases CH4, CO, N2 Knudsen corrections for flow birefringence in gases can be calculated14 from the same set of constitutive laws, differential equations and bound ary conditions used in the present paper. Since the same set of parameters Cm , Ca, Caui occurs there are relations between both types of Knudsen cor rections which could be tested experimentally. Fur thermore, Ca and Cm a also play a role (besides other surface parameters) for the theory of thermomagnetic pressure difference6' 7. The theory is thought to be consistent if the same numerical values for Cm, Ca, Cma = -Cam can be used for a description of all these different phenomena. For the determination of the "longitudinal" vis cosity coefficients (i.e. of rj1, rj2, r]s) the capillary Cj is part of a gas-flow Wheatstone bridge 2 > 4. In the setup used in Ref. 4 Cx is placed in a magnetic field, the three other capillaries C2, C3, C4 are outside the magnet. Without any field (this is in dicated by the superscript0) the bridge is in equi librium, i. e. there is no pressure difference between points a and b (which are connected by a mano meter) : The pressure difference Apt is proportional to the measured quantity pa -pi,:
III. Comparison with Experimental Data
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